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ABSTRACT
To address the environmental concern and improve the economic efficiency, the wind power is
rapidly integrated into smart grids. However, the inherent uncertainty of wind energy raises op-
erational challenges. To ensure the cost-efficient, reliable and robust operation, it is critically impor-
tant to find the optimal decision that can correctly hedge against all sources of uncertainty. In this
paper, we propose data-driven stochastic unit commitment (SUC) to guide the power grids schedul-
ing. Specifically, given the finite historical data, the posterior predictive distribution is developed
to quantify the wind power prediction uncertainty accounting for both inherent stochastic uncer-
tainty of wind power generation and forecast model estimation error. To further control the impact
of finite sampling error induced by using the sample average approximation (SAA) to estimate the
expected cost in the planning horizon, we propose a parallel computing based optimization solution
methodology, which can lead to a reliable and cost-efficient optimal unit commitment decision hedg-
ing against various sources of uncertainty. The empirical study over six-bus and 118-bus systems
demonstrates that our approach can provide more efficient and robust performance than the existing
deterministic and stochastic unit commitment approaches.
Keywords Stochastic Programming, Unit Commitment, Parallel Computing, Wind Power, Power Grids Scheduling
1 INTRODUCTION
Wind power is rapidly incorporated into power grids in an effort to combat the climate change and improve power
system resilience [1–3]. In the past few years, the wind energy capacity expanded explosively [1, 3, 4]. It is also
projected that the wind power penetration will continue to grow in the near future [2]. However, the inherent volatility
of wind energy has a significant impact on the system operation [1, 4, 5]. To ensure a cost-efficient and reliable power
grid scheduling, the stochastic unit commitment (SUC) model is widely used in the literature, especially under the
situations with high wind penetration [6–9]. Decision makers seek the unit commitment decision minimizing the
total expected cost of the power production, which explicitly accounts for the inherent stochastic uncertainty of wind
power [2, 6–8].
However, the existing SUC approaches tend to ignore two sources of uncertainty, which can lead to inferior and unre-
liable unit commitment decisions. First, the underlying true statistical forecast model characterizing the wind power
generation uncertainty is unknown and estimated by finite historical data, which can induce the model estimation un-
certainty. The existing SUC approaches, called the empirical approach, tend to take the estimated statistical model
as the true one [7–9] and ignore the model estimation error [10]. Second, to solve SUC, the sample average approxi-
mation (SAA) using finite scenarios to approximate the expected cost in the planning horizon can introduce the finite
sampling error, which is also typically ignored in the existing SUC approaches [7–9].
In the paper, we introduce a data-driven SUC model and further develop an optimization solution methodology, which
can lead to the optimal unit commitment decision hedging against all sources of uncertainty. Specifically, given the
historical data, the posterior distribution of the statistical model for wind power generation is used to quantify the
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model estimation uncertainty. The posterior predictive distribution quantifying the wind power prediction uncertainty
can account for both stochastic uncertainty and model estimation error. Thus, driven by the scenarios generated by
the posterior predictive distribution, we propose the data-driven SUC model leading to the optimal decision simulta-
neously hedging against both sources of uncertainties.
Built on data-driven SUC, we further introduce a parallel computing based optimization approach, called the opti-
mization and selection (OPSEL), which can efficiently control the impact from finite sampling error induced by SAA.
Specifically, to solve SUC problems, we observe that the computational effort is heavily invested in searching for the
unit commitment decisions. Compared with this optimization search, given a unit commitment decision, solving a
large number of economic dispatch problems only takes a small fraction of time. Thus, the OPSEL approach includes
the optimization search and the best candidate selection. In the optimization step, we utilize the parallel computing to
simultaneously solve a sequence of finite sample approximated data-drive SUC problems and obtain candidate solu-
tions. Then, in the selection step, we efficiently evaluate these candidate decisions and select the best one in order to
control the impact of finite sampling error.
The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows.
1. To the authors’ best knowledge, there is no existing approach explicitly accounting for all three sources of
uncertainty: (1) stochastic uncertainty of wind power generation, (2) SUC input or forecast model estimation
uncertainty, and (3) finite sampling error induced by using the sample average approximation on the SUC.
We propose the data-driven optimization framework that can hedge against all these sources of uncertainties
and deliver an optimal reliable and cost-efficient unit commitment decision.
2. The proposed data-driven stochastic optimization for SUC leads to the optimal unit commitment decision
simultaneously controlling both the inherent stochastic uncertainty of wind power and the SUC input model
estimation uncertainty. It can be applied to both parametric and nonparametric wind power forecast models.
3. Our OPSEL approach can utilize the parallel computing and efficiently solve for the optimal unit commitment
decisions hedging against the impact of finite sampling error induced by SAA, which is large especially for
complex power grids with high wind power penetration.
The organization of this paper is as follows. We review the related literature in the next section. We formally state our
problem and introduce the proposed data-driven SUC in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce the OPSEL approach
that can efficiently solve SUC and control the impact of finite sampling error. Both six-bus and 118-bus test cases
are used to study the performance of our approach in Section 5 and the results demonstrate the clear advantages. We
conclude this paper in Section 6.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW
In the power system literature, four streams of optimization approaches have been developed for the stochastic unit
commitment problem. The first one and the most commonly used one is called the empirical SUC. Given the historical
data, it first estimates the underlying statistical model for wind power generation, and then takes it as the true one;
see for example [8, 9, 11, 12]. While the empirical SUC accounts for the inherent stochastic uncertainty of renewable
energies, it fails to account for statistical input model estimation uncertainty and finite sampling error induced by SAA,
which could lead to inferior decisions.
The second stream is the robust optimization (RO). Without assuming the distribution of wind energy, this approach
focuses on the worst-case scenario, with the objective minimizing the worst-case cost. The studies in [4] and [13]
employed RO to smart grids with high wind power penetration, [14] further extended RO to multi-stage cases, and [15]
included the transmission line constraints in RO. However, RO is too conservative; see [16]. While some efforts have
been made to restrict the conservativeness [4, 17, 18], since RO only considers the worst-case without taking into
consideration of the likelihood of all scenarios, the conservativeness issue persists.
The third stream, called the distributionally robust optimization (DRO), is proposed to overcome the limitation of RO;
see for example [16, 19, 20]. The distributional robust unit commitment model minimizes the worst-case expected
cost over a set of probability distributions, called an ambiguity set. Even although this approach could produce less
conservative decisions than RO, it fails to take into account the possibility of distribution candidates being the true
one. Hence, the resulting scheduling decision is still too conservative and costly.
The last stream is called the minimax regret optimization. The regret is defined by the objective difference between
the current solution without knowing the uncertain parameters and the perfect-information solution. Jiang et al. [21]
introduced an innovative minimax regret unit commitment model aiming to minimize the maximum regret of the
day-ahead decision over all possible realizations of the uncertain wind power generation. While minimax regret
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optimization can deliver less conservative results than RO, like DRO, it also fails to take into account the possibility
of distribution candidates being the true one. Hence, it suffers the similar drawback as DRO.
In addition, our OPSEL methodology is related to ranking-and-selection techniques, which are originally introduced
for time-consuming stochastic simulation optimization [22–25]. Since each simulation run could be time-consuming,
given a fixed number of candidate system designs and a limited computational budget, they are statistical comparison
approaches developed to efficiently find the best design by sequentially allocating more simulation resources to the
promising candidates. Existing ranking and selection approaches include the indifference zone method [23, 26], the
Expected Improvement (EI) methods [27–29], and Optimal Computing Budget Allocation (OCBA) [22, 30].
We consider OCBA in the our proposed OPSEL procedure because it has several advantages. First, it guarantees the
asymptotically correct selection [31]. Second, the convergence rate provided by OCBA is at least as good as other
ranking-and-selection methods [32]. Third, it demonstrates good finite sampling performance in many studies [33].
3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we first describe the two-stage stochastic unit commitment (SUC) problem in Section 3.1. Since the
underlying distribution or input model of wind power generation is unknown, given finite historical wind power data,
the existing empirical SUC approaches take the estimated model as the true one and ignore the model estimation
uncertainty. In Section 3.2, we propose the data-driven SUC accounting for both stochastic and model estimation
uncertainties. It can be applied to situations with both parametric and nonparametric forecast model for wind power.
3.1 Stochastic Unit Commitment Model
Let ξ denote the random wind power generation, and let F c represent the underlying “correct” statistical input model
for SUC with ξ ∼ F c. Here, we consider a general formulation of the two-stage stochastic unit commitment problem
[34, 35]
min
u
G(u) ≡ Csuu+ Eξ∼F c
[
min
y
Cfuely(u, ξ)
]
(1)
s.t. Au ≤ B (2)
Hu+Qy(u, ξ) ≤M(ξ) (3)
whereCsu is the first-stage cost coefficient, consisting of various startup and shutdown costs, and the coefficientCfuel
represents the fuel cost; see [34, 36, 37]. The first-stage unit commitment decision for thermal generators, denoted by
u, is made prior to the realization of ξ . The second-stage economic dispatch decision, denoted by y(u, ξ), is made
after the unveiling of ξ and it depends on u.
Objective (1) includes the cost incurred in the first stage and the expected dispatch cost incurred in the planning
horizon. The general constraints for the first- and second-stage decisions can be expressed in (2) and (3). Denote the
optimal unit commitment decision by u? and the optimal objective byG(u?) ≡ Csuu?+Eξ∼F c [minyCfuely(u?, ξ)].
3.2 Data-Driven Stochastic Unit Commitment Model
To find u?, we need to know the underlying input model F c characterizing the volatility of wind power generation,
which is unknown and estimated by using the historical data, denoted by D. The empirical SUC takes the input model
estimate, denoted by F e, as the true one, which leads to the optimal decision, denoted by u?,e. This approach ignores
the input model estimation uncertainty. Thus, it could provide an inferior and unreliable unit commitment decision
as shown in the case studies, especially under the situations when the wind penetration is high and the amount of
real-world wind power historial data is limited; see Section 5.
In this paper, we propose a data-driven SUC accounting for both stochastic uncertainty of wind power and input model
estimation uncertainty. Specifically, the posterior distribution of underlying model F c is used to quantify the model
estimation uncertainty. Then, the posterior predictive distribution, denoted by F p, can simultaneously quantify both
sources of uncertainties. Thus, the proposed data-driven SUC model with scenarios generated from F p,
min
u
Gp(u) ≡ Csuu+ Eξ∼Fp
[
min
y
Cfuely(u, ξ)
]
(4)
s.t. Au ≤ B
Hu+Qy(u, ξ) ≤M(ξ),
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can lead to cost-efficient, reliable and robust optimal unit commitment decision, denoted by u?,p, hedging against the
prediction risk induced by stochastic uncertainty of wind power and input model estimation uncertainty.
Given the historical data D, the posterior distribution characterizing the model estimation uncertainty can be obtained
by the Bayes’ rule, p(F |D) ∝ p(F )p(D|F ), where p(F ) denotes the prior and p(D|F ) denotes the likelihood of
historical data. Then, the density of posterior predictive distribution F p,
fp(ξ) ≡
∫
p(ξ |F )p(F |D)dF, (5)
can quantify the overall prediction uncertainty of wind power with p(F |D) characterizing the model estimation un-
certainty and p(ξ |F ) characterizing the prediction uncertainty induced by wind power inherent volatility or stochastic
uncertainty.
The proposed data-driven SUC can be applied to situations where the parametric family of underlying input model F c
is known, e.g., [9, 38, 39]. In Section 5.1.1, we use the normal distribution for illustration. The proposed data-driven
SUC in (4) can also apply to the situations where there is no strong prior information on the distribution family for
F c. In Sections 5.1.2, we use the Bayesian nonparametric probabilistic forecast introduced in [10] as an illustration.
4 OPTIMIZATION AND SELECTION
In this section, we propose the optimization and selection (OPSEL) approach to solve the data-driven SUC, while
controlling the impact of finite sampling error induced by SAA. It mainly includes the optimization and selection
parts. For the optimization search in Section 4.1, we simultaneously solve independent SAA approximated data-
driven SUC problems through parallel computing. It returns a set of optimal candidate solutions which quantify the
impact of finite sampling error induced by SAA. For the candidate selection in Section 4.2, we apply the ranking-
and-selection methodology to quickly select the most promising decision. Thus, the combination of data-driven SUC
and OPSEL can lead to the optimal unit commitment decision hedging against inherent stochastic uncertainty of wind
power generation, input model estimation uncertainty, and finite sampling error induced by SAA.
4.1 SAA and Parallel Optimization Search
The second-stage expected economic dispatch cost Eξ∼Fp
[
minyC
fuely(u, ξ)
]
does not have a closed-form expres-
sion, and it is typically approximated by SAA; see the introduction of SAA in [40]. Specifically, we generate S
scenarios, ξs i.i.d.∼ F p for s = 1, 2, . . . , S. Then, the SAA approximated data-driven SUC in (4) becomes
min
u
G¯p(u) = Csuu+
1
S
S∑
s=1
[
min
y
Cfuely(u, ξs)
]
(6)
s.t. Au ≤ B
Hu+Qy(u, ξs) ≤M(ξs) for s = 1, 2, . . . , S.
For power grids with high wind penetration, to accurately approximate the expected second-stage cost, the number
of scenarios S needs to be sufficiently large, which is computationally intractable especially for complex power grids
with high wind power penetration. Thus, SAA in (6) typically introduces the finite sampling error.
To efficiently employ the computational resource and quickly deliver the optimal solution hedging against various
sources of uncertainty, we exploit the parallel computing. Suppose there are L available CPUs. We generate L
independent sets with each consisting of S scenarios, ξ1, . . . , ξS , drawn from F p. Then, we solve the corresponding
L SAA approximated data-driven SUC problems in (6) through parallel computing. Specifically, the `-th CPU is used
to solve the SAA approximated data-driven SUC problem with the `-th set of scenarios. In the case study, we use the
L-Shaped algorithm for optimization [34, 36]. Then, based on the parallel optimization search, we obtain the optimal
unit commitment candidate decisions, denoted by û?` with ` = 1, . . . , L.
4.2 Best Candidate Selection
To hedge against the impact of finite sampling error quantified by candidates û?1, . . . , û
?
L, we need to improve the
estimation of Gp(û?1), . . . , G
p(û?L) and select the best one,
u?b ≡ argminû?`∈{û?1 ,...,û?L}G
p(û?` ).
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The subscript b denotes the best unit commitment decision. The number of CPUs L could be large. We sequentially
allocate more computational resource to the most promising candidates û?` so that we can provide better estimation
of their expected cost Gp(û?` ) and also select the best solution efficiently.
We consider the OCBA approach [22] for sequentially allocating the computational resource to promising candidates.
Here, the each unit of computational resource is measured by the cost for solving one second-stage economic dispatch
problem. Let Nk,` be the accumulated number of scenarios assigned to the candidate solution û?` for ` = 1, . . . , L
until the k-th iteration of sequential candidate selection, and the objective estimate is
G¯pk(û
?
` ) = C
suû?` +
1
Nk,`
Nk,`∑
s=1
[
min
y
Cfuely(û?` , ξ
s)
]
. (7)
The number of initial scenarios is N0,` = S since the data-driven SUC approximated with S samples is solved by the
`-th CPU to obtain û?` ; see Eq. (6). At the k-th iteration, we allocate ∆T additional scenarios to the candidates û
?
`
with ` = 1, . . . , L. Then, we solve the corresponding economic dispatch problems for the new generated scenarios
and update the objective estimate for Gp(û?` ) by using Eq. (7).
Specifically, based on [22], the optimal budget allocation Nk,` is obtained by solving
Nk,`
Nk,`′
=
(
δk−1,`′
δk−1,`
)2
for `, `′ 6= b
Nk,b = σ̂k−1,b
√√√√ L∑
`=1, 6`=b
N2k,`
σ̂2k−1,`
L∑
`=1
Nk,` = L× S + k ×∆T
whereNk,b denotes the number of scenarios assigned to the current best candidate selected from the (k−1)-th iteration
û?k−1,b ≡ argminû?`∈{û?1 ,...,û?L}G¯
p
k−1(û
?
` ). (8)
The estimate of variance, σ2` = Var
[
minyC
fuely(u, ξ)
]
, obtained from the (k − 1)-th iteration is
σ̂2k−1,` =
1
Nk−1,` − 1
Nk−1,`∑
s=1
[
Csuû?` + min
y
Cfuely(û?` , ξ
s)− G¯pk−1(û?` )
]2
and δk−1,` denotes the standardized distance between û?` with the current estimated best candidate û
?
k−1,b,
δk−1,` ≡
G¯pk−1(û
?
` )− G¯pk−1(û?k−1,b)
σ̂k−1,`
.
Thus, in the k-th iteration, the number of new scenarios allocated to the candidate û?` for ` = 1, 2, . . . , L is,
∆Nk,` = max(0, Nk,` −Nk−1,`). (9)
Then, we solve the additional ∆Nk,` second-stage economic dispatch problems and update the objective estimate
G¯pk(û
?
` ).
Therefore, we provide the OPSEL procedure in Algorithm 1. We first specify S for approximated data-driven SUC
in (6) and the overall number of scenarios allocated for the candidate selection, denoted by T . In Step (1), we utilize
L CPUs to parallelly solve the sample average approximated SUC problems with form (6) and obtain the optimal
candidate decisions û?` with ` = 1, 2, . . . , L. Then, in Steps (2) and (3) for candidate selection, we sequentially
allocate the computational resource and select the best unit commitment decision hedging against the finite sampling
error.
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ALGORITHM 1: The Optimization and Selection Procedure
Step (0) Specify S and the total budget T , the total number of scenarios used for the candidate solution selection.
Step (1) Utilize L CPUs to simultaneously solve the SUC problems (6) approximated by S scenarios, and obtain the optimal
candidate decisions û?1, . . . , û?L.
Step (2) At the k-th iteration of selection, allocate ∆T new scenarios to û?1, . . . , û?L by using (9) and solve the additional
second-stage dispatch problems. Update G¯pk(û
?
` ) for ` = 1, . . . , L and û
?
k,b by applying (7) and (8).
Step (3) Repeat Step (2) until reaching to the budget T . Return û?k,b = argminû?
`
∈{û?1 ,...,û?L}G¯
p
k(û
?
` ).
5 Case Studies
In this section, we use the six-bus system from [41] and the derivative 118-bus system from [42] to assess the perfor-
mance of our approach, and then compare it with the deterministic unit commitment (UC) and the empirical SUC. In
both cases, we consider the two-stage SUC problem,
min G(ui,t) =
T∑
t=1
I∑
i=1
(CiFmiui,t + SUi,t + SDi,t)
+ E
[
min
Pi,t,P ensb,t ,P
wc
w,t
T∑
t=1
I∑
i=1
CiFaiPi,t +
T∑
t=1
B∑
b=1
CensP ensb,t +
T∑
t=1
W∑
w=1
CwcPwcw,t
] (10)
s.t. ui,t − ui,t−1 ≤ ui,k ∀k = t, . . . ,min(T, t+ T oni − 1) (11)
ui,k ≤ 1 + ui,t − ui,t−1 ∀k = t, . . . ,min(T, t+ T offi − 1) (12)
I∑
i=1
Pi,t +
W∑
w=1
(P cw,t − Pwcw,t) =
B∑
b=1
(PDb,t − P ensb,t ) (13)
−PL`,max ≤
B∑
b=1
G`−bPDb,t +
I∑
i=1
G`−iPi,t +
W∑
w=1
G`−w(P cw,t − Pwcw,t) ≤ PL`,max (14)
ui,tPi,min ≤ ui,tPi,t ≤ ui,tPi,max ∀i, ∀t (15)
ui,t binary (16)
The objective in (10) is to minimize the total expected cost occurring in the planning horizon T , including the start-up
cost SUi,t, the turn-off cost SDi,t and minimal thermal operation cost CiFmiui,t incurring in the fist stage, where Ci
is the fuel price and Fmi is the amount of fuel consumption for the minimal output for generator i. Since the thermal
generator consumes the extra fuel to produce Pi,t, the additional production cost in the second-stage is CiFaiPi,t,
where Fai is the fuel consumption needed to generate Pi,t power production. The penalty cost of non-satisfactory
demand for bus b at time period t is CensP ensb,t , where C
ens is the unit load shedding price and P ensb,t is the amount of
unmet load at bus b in time period t. Lastly, for the wind power, we may not use up all its capacity P cw,t and there exists
a wind farm curtailment Pwcw,t. The wind curtailment cost at the t-th hour for wind farmw isC
wcPwcw,t, whereC
wc is the
per unit monetary reward for the wind production and Pwcw,t is the amount of wind curtailment. Constraints (11)–(12)
formulate the minimum up and down time requirement, Constraints (13)–(14) are for the nodal power balance and the
DC power flow constraint, and Constraint (15) enforces the minimum and maximum generator output limits.
5.1 Empirical Study with Six-Bus System
For the six-bus system, it consists of three thermal units, a wind farm and seven transmission lines as depicted in Fig. 1.
The three thermal units are located in No.1, No.2 and No.6 buses, while No.4 Bus hosts a wind farm; see Table 1 for
the description of the six-bus system. Tables 2 and 3 describe the characteristics of the thermal generators, while the
characteristics of the transmission lines are provided in Table 4. Since the uncertainty in wind supply typically dom-
inates, in this study, we assume deterministic loads and stochastic wind supply [2]. Following [41], we use the 2006
data of the U.S. Illinois power system for the load PDb,t and the wind supply P
c
w,t. Then, the wind penetration level mea-
sured by the ratio of wind power generation to actual demand, R =
∑W
w=1
∑T
t=1 P
c
w,t/
∑B
b=1
∑T
t=1 P
D
b,t, is 37.8%.
Additionally, the wind curtailment price is fixed at 50$/MWh and the load shedding price is set at 3500$/MWh [41].
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Figure 1: Six-Bus System
Table 1: Bus Data
Bus ID Type Thermal Unit Wind Farm Load Share
NO 1 Thermal G1
NO 2 Thermal G2
NO 3 20%
NO 4 Wind W1 40%
NO 5 40%
NO 6 Thermal G3
5.1.1 Case Study with Parametric Forecast Model
We first compare the performance of proposed data-driven SUC with the empirical SUC when the distribution family
of F c is known and its unknown parameters are estimated by valid historical data. In this section, we consider the
day-ahead unit commitment with the planning horizon equal to 24 hours. In each day d, suppose that the wind
power generation at the t-th hour follows a normal distribution, ξd,t ∼ N(µcd,t, φ2d,t), where µcd,t and φ2d,t are mean
and variance [6, 9, 39]. Thus, the underlying true input model F c for ξd,t in SUC (1) is N(µcd,t, φ
2
d,t). To evaluate
the performance, we pretend that the true parameter µcd,t is unknown. Suppose that wind power at the t-th hour in
the past m days follows the same distribution. Thus, for predicting ξd,t, we have the valid historical observation
Dd,t ≡ {ξr(d−m),t, . . . , ξr(d−1),t} with t = 1, . . . , 24 hour, where ξr(d−i),t denotes the real wind power observation at
the t-th hour in day (d− i) with i = 1, . . . ,m. Here, we set µcd,t equal to the 2006 wind power generation.
The empirical SUC takes the estimated mean as the true one. Thus, the input model F ed,t for SUC is N(ξ¯
r
d,t, φ
2
d,t),
where the sample mean of the historical data ξ¯rd,t =
1
m
∑m
i=1 ξ
r
(d−i),t is the plug-in estimate of unknown parameter
µcd,t For the proposed data-driven SUC, the model estimation uncertainty is characterized by the posterior distribution.
Without strong information about the mean µcd,t, we use the non-informative prior, a normal distributed with mean
zero and infinite variance [43]. The posterior distribution is p(µd,t|Dd,t) = N(ξ¯rd,t, φ2d,t/m). Then, the resulting
posterior predictive distribution F pd,t is N(ξ¯
r
d,t, (1 +
1
m )φ
2
d,t).
We compare the performance of unit commitment decisions obtained from the data-driven SUC with the empirical
SUC under various settings with standard deviation φd,t = 5%µcd,t, 10%µ
c
d,t, 20%µ
c
d,t. Let nd denote the total number
of days used for the evaluation. Let û?,pd and û
?,e
d denote the 24-hour optimal unit commitment decisions obtained by
data-driven and empirical SUCs with d = 1, . . . , nd. Then, the total expected costs obtained by these approaches are∑
Gp =
nd∑
d=1
G(û?,pd ) and
∑
Ge =
nd∑
d=1
G(û?,ed ). (17)
Since there is no closed form, the sample average approximations, G¯(û?,pd ) and G¯(û
?,e
d ), are used to estimate the
true objectives. To determine a proper scenario size Se so that we can estimate G(û
?,p
d ) and G(û
?,e
d ) accurately, we
Table 2: Thermal Generator Data
Unit Pmax(MW) Pmin(MW) Ini.State (h) Min Off(h) Min On (h)
G1 220 90 4 -4 4
G2 100 20 2 -3 2
G3 30 10 -1 -1 1
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Table 3: Thermal Generator Data
Unit Fuel consumption Function Start upFuel
(MBtu)
Shut down
Fuel
(MBtu)
Fuel
Price
($)
a
(MBtu)
b
(MBtu/MWh)
c
(MBtu/MW2h)
G1 176.9 13.5 0.0004 180 50 1.2469
G2 129.9 32.6 0.001 360 40 1.2461
G3 137.4 17.6 0.005 60 0 1.2462
Table 4: Transmission Line Data
Line No. From Bus To Bus X (p.u) Flow Limit (MW)
1 1 2 0.17 200
2 1 4 0.258 100
3 2 4 0.197 100
4 5 6 0.14 100
5 2 3 0.037 200
6 4 5 0.037 200
7 3 6 0.018 200
conduct a side experiment and consider the high uncertainty case with φd,t = 20%µcd,t. In addition, since the empirical
approach ignores the input model parameter estimation uncertainty, the unit commitment decisions highly fluctuate
with the random wind power observations and its solution quality is more volatile. Thus, to decide the proper sample
size that can ensure the accurate estimation of the expected total cost, we consider the empirical approach. Specifically,
we first apply the L-shaped algorithm to solve the empirical SUC with the expected cost approximated by SAA having
S = 50 and obtain a unit commitment decision û?,ed . Then, we estimate the expected cost by using Se scenarios to
obtain G¯(û?,ed ) and calculate the relative error, relativeError ≡ |G¯(û?,ed )−G(û?,ed )|/G(û?,ed ), where G(û?,ed ) denotes
the objective value obtained by using 105 scenarios. Suppose that 105 is large enough so that the estimation error of
G(û?,ed ) is negligible. The maximum relative error obtained from 10 day-period is recorded in Table 5. We observe
that Se = 1000 achieves accuracy with the maximum relative error not exceeding 1.0%. Balancing the computational
cost and the accuracy, we use Se = 1000 to evaluate the true expected cost.
The wind power data in 2006 October are used for evaluation. Let m = 1. In the study, we set the scenario size
S = 50 and get the optimal decision estimates û?,ed and û
?,p
d by solving the sample average approximated empirical
and data-driven SUCs. For cases with φd,t = 5%µcd,t, 10%µ
c
d,t, 20%µ
c
d,t, the results of
∑
Gp and
∑
Ge in (17) for
the one-month period are recorded in Table 6. We also record the relative expected saving obtained by our method,
denoted by r∆G,
r∆G =
∑
Ge −∑Gp∑
Gp
.
The results in Table 6 demonstrate that the proposed data-driven SUC significantly outperforms the empirical SUC.
When φd,t = 5%µcd,t, the total expected cost-saving by our approach is 208, 730, which represents a 8.8% lower cost
than the empirical SUC. As φd,t increases, the advantages of data-driven SUC tend to be larger. When φd,t = 20%µcd,t,
our approach outperforms the empirical approach by 15.4% savings. Thus, the proposed data-driven SUC can lead
to better and more robust unit commitment decision and the advantage becomes larger when the wind penetration is
higher.
5.1.2 Case Study with Nonparametric Forecast Model
In the real application, we do not have any strong prior knowledge about the underlying input model F c and its
distribution family is typically unknown. Thus, we consider a unit commitment problem with nonparametric forecast
models. Here, we compare the performance of various approaches, including (1) the deterministic unit commitment
(UC); (2) the empirical SUC accounting for wind power stochastic uncertainty; and (3) the data-driven SUC accounting
for both wind power stochastic uncertainty and input model estimation uncertainty. Specifically, for the data-driven
SUC, we use the Bayesian nonparametric wind power forecast model proposed in our previous study [10]. For the
Table 5: The Maximum Absolute Relative Difference for G(û?ed ) Estimation.
Se 10
2 5× 102 103 5× 103 104 5× 104
relativeError 3.0% 1.5% 0.9% 0.9% 0.7% 0.1%
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Table 6: Total expected costs of October operation.∑
Gp
∑
Ge r∆G
φd,t = 5%µ
c
d,t 2,152,146 2,360,877 8.8%
φd,t = 10%µ
c
d,t 2,443,784 2,844,019 14.1%
φd,t = 20%µ
c
d,t 2,671,475 3,156,688 15.4%
empirical SUC and deterministic UC, we use probabilistic and deterministic persistence models [44–46]. At the time
period hi, the probabilistic persistence model is based on the empirical predictive distribution for ξht+i specified by
{ξrht − ξrht−j + ξrht−j−i : j = 0, . . . , ht − i− 1}
where ξrht , ξ
r
ht−j and ξ
r
ht−j−i are wind power observations at time periods ht, ht− j and ht− j− i, respectively. The
deterministic persistence model simply takes the previous historical observation as the point estimator, i.e., ξht+i =
ξrht .
Since the Bayesian nonparametric forecast proposed in [10] and persistent models focus on the short term prediction,
we consider the unit commitment problem for the intra-day market; see [47]. The one-hour ahead intra-day unit
commitment problem has the planning horizon with nh = 4 hours and we make the unit commitment decision of the
t-th hour at hour ht, where ht ≡ (d tnh e−1) ·nh. It means that we make the one-hour ahead intra-day unit commitment
decisions every four hours. For example, we make t = 1, . . . , 4 hour intra-day unit commitment decisions at ht = 0.
Suppose that all three generators in the six-bus system are fast start generators that can be committed/de-committed at
the intra-day market.
At any time period ht+1, we can usem latest historical data for the wind power prediction,D = {ξrht−m+1, . . . , ξrht},
where ξrht−i is the hourly wind power observation happened i hours prior to ht. Following [10], we set m = 100.
For the Bayesian nonparametric forecast approach, we apply the sampling procedure developed in [10]. For the
probabilistic persistence model, we apply the sampling procedure developed in [45].
Denote the optimal unit commitment decisions between hours ht + 1 and ht + nh on day d obtained from data-driven
SUC, empirical SUC and deterministic UC by û?,pd,ht , û
?e
d,ht
and û?dd,ht for d = 1, . . . , nd and ht = 0, 4, . . . , 20. Let the
set H ≡ {0, 4, . . . , 20}. Since F c is unknown, we evaluate the performance of these solutions by the actual incurred
cost; see the details in [2]. Define ξrd,ht ≡ (ξrd,(ht+1), . . . , ξrd,(ht+nh)) as the real wind power realizations between
hours ht + 1 and ht +nh on day d. Then, the real cost Grd,ht including both commitment and economic dispatch costs
is,
Grd,ht(ud,ht) ≡ Csuud,ht + miny C
fuely(ud,ht , ξ
r
d,ht).
Thus, the total cost occurring in the nd days is∑
Gγr ≡
nd∑
d=1
∑
ht∈H
Grd,ht(û
?,γ
d,ht
) (18)
where γ = p is for the data-driven SUC with the Bayesian nonparametric forecast model [10], γ = e is for the
empirical SUC with the probabilistic persistent model, and γ = d is for the deterministic UC with the persistent
model.
The wind power data of 2006 October are used to evaluate the performance of these approaches. The results are
recorded in Table 7. We also document the relative savings with respect to deterministic UC,
r∆G =
∑
Gdr −
∑
Gpr∑
Gdr
for the data-driven SUC and
r∆G =
∑
Gdr −
∑
Ger∑
Gdr
for the empirical SUC. The data-driven SUC leads to the total aggregated cost 2, 822, 705, while the empirical SUC
has a total incurred cost 2, 969, 178. Thus, our proposed method has a total saving 146, 473, which represents a 5%
savings. The advantage over the deterministic UC is even more substantial and our data-drive SUC has a total saving
638, 756. That means our data-driven SUC could provide better and more reliable performance.
Therefore, data-driven SUC outperforms empirical SUC and deterministic UC. These results demonstrate the necessity
of considering the input model estimation uncertainty and the stochastic uncertainty of wind power.
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Table 7: Total incurred costs of October operation.
Total Cost r∆G
Data-Driven SUC:
∑
Gpr 2,822,705 18.4%
Empirical SUC:
∑
Ger 2,969,178 14.2%
Deterministic UC:
∑
Gdr 3,461,462 0
5.1.3 Performance of OPSEL Approach
In this section, we still use the one-hour ahead intra-day unit commitment problem described in Section 5.1.2 to
study the performance of the proposed OPSEL approach. We consider the data-driven SUC with the nonparametric
Bayesian forecast model [10]. To illustrate the impact of finite sampling uncertainty induced by SAA, we consider
a representative day, October 2nd, for demonstration. Fig. 2 plots the incurred cost
∑
ht∈HG
r
d,ht
(û?,pd,ht,`) for ` =
1, . . . , L, where û?,pd,ht,` denotes the optimal unit commitment decision obtained from the `-th CPU. Let L = 20. Each
decision is obtained by using SAA with S = 50. In the plot, each dot represents one optimal decision and the vertical
axis provides the incurred cost. From the plot, we can see that the cost is widespread, ranging from about 55, 000 to
as much as around 120, 000. Thus, Fig. 2 demonstrates the obvious impact of finite sampling error induced by SAA.
Figure 2: Plot of Incurred Costs on October 2nd
Then, we study the performance of OPSEL approach introduced in Section 4.2. Suppose there are L cores available for
parallel computing. Specifically, for each intra-day unit commitment problem at the ht-th hour on day d, we consider
the sample average approximated data-driven SUC in (6) with S = 50. By solving L intra-day unit commitment
problems in parallel, we obtain the unit commitment decisions for the next nh hours, denoted by û
?,p
d,ht,1
, . . . , û?,pd,ht,L.
After that, the OPSEL is used to estimate the objective values Gp(û?,pd,ht,1), . . . , G
p(û?,pd,ht,L) and efficiently select the
best unit commitment decision, denoted by û?,pd,ht,b.
We compare the proposed OPSEL with the sample average approximated data-driven SUC approach ignoring the finite
sampling error by using the wind power data occurring in October 1st–31st. We evaluate these two approaches with
the actual incurred cost. If we ignore the finite sampling error, the total cost is
∑
Gpr =
∑nd
d=1
∑
ht∈HG
r
d,ht
(û?,pd,ht).
For the OPSEL approach, the total incurred cost is∑
Gp,br ≡
nd∑
d=1
∑
ht∈H
Grd,ht(û
?,p
d,ht,b
).
Here, Grd,ht(û
?,p
d,ht,b
) is the cost occurring between hours ht + 1 and ht + nh on day d,
Grd,ht(ud,ht,b) ≡ Csuû?,pd,ht,b + miny C
fuely(û?,pd,ht,b, ξ
r
d,ht).
Let L = 4. The results of total operation cost in October obtained by using the data-driven SUC with and without
OPSEL are recorded in Table 8. The OPSEL approach can control the impact of finite sampling error induced by SAA
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Table 8: Total incurred costs of October operation.
Cost r∆G
Data-driven SUC without OPSEL
∑
Gpr 2,822,705 0
SUC + OPSEL
∑
Gp,br (T = 500,∆T = 100) 2,323,507 17.7%
SUC + OPSEL
∑
Gp,br (T = 1000,∆T = 50) 2,186,869 22.5%
SUC + OPSEL
∑
Gp,br (T = 1000,∆T = 100) 2,282,531 19.1%
SUC + OPSEL
∑
Gp,br (T = 1000,∆T = 200) 2,134,574 24.4%
and leads to a cheaper total cost, ∑
Gp,br ≤
∑
Gpr .
The relative cost saving caused by our OPSEL approach is
r∆G =
∑
Gpr −
∑
Gp,br∑
Gpr
.
To further check the robustness of our approach, we study the performance of OPSEL under various settings of ∆T
and T . It is obvious that our procedure produces substantially better
∑
Gp,br solutions than
∑
Gpr under all settings of
∆T and T . Therefore, our OPSEL approach can effectively control the impact of finite sampling error and significantly
improve the reliability and cost-efficiency of unit commitment decisions.
We also record the overhead computational burden induced by the OPSEL candidate selection. We observe that the
total running time of first-stage optimization search by using the L-Shaped optimization for the one-month period
is about 40, 000 seconds, while the total time spent on the candidate selection is around 1, 500 seconds. Thus, the
overhead burden is negligible.
5.2 Empirical Study with 118-Bus System
In order to further evaluate the scalability and robustness of our approach, we consider the derivative 118-bus system
including 54 thermal units, three wind farms and 186 transmission lines; see the description in [42]. Similar to the
6-bus system case, we assume deterministic loads and stochastic wind supply [2] and use the 2006 data of the U.S.
Illinois power system for the load and the wind power generation. The whole system’s wind penetration R is 9.9%.
5.2.1 Case study with Parametric Forecast Model
One month wind power data are used to study the performance of the proposed data-driven SUC and the empirical
SUC. We use the same settings with those used in Section 5.1.1, and consider one day-ahead unit commitment problem
here. When we solve the SUC problems for the optimal decision estimates û?,ed and û
?,p
d , we set the scenario size to
be S = 50. Then, we use Se = 1000 to evaluate the true expected cost
∑
Gp and
∑
Ge. The cases with standard
deviation φd,t = 5%µcd,t, 10%µ
c
d,t, 20%µ
c
d,t are analyzed and the results are recorded in Table 9. According to Table 9,
the advantage of proposed data-driven SUC increases as the wind penetration increases and the wind power generation
variation becomes larger.
Table 9: Total expected costs when φd,t = 5%µcd,t, 10%µ
c
d,t, 20%µ
c
d,t
Standard Deviation
∑
Gp
∑
Ge r∆G
φd,t = 5%µ
c
d,t 64,701,130.32 65,874,626.24 1.8%
φd,t = 10%µ
c
d,t 65,609,752.49 67,157,709.28 2.4%
φd,t = 20%µ
c
d,t 65,065,808.32 69,475,458.36 6.8%
5.2.2 Case study with Nonparametric Forecast Model
Here we consider the case when there is no strong prior information on the underlying wind power generation distri-
bution and the nonparametric distributions are used for wind power forecast, which is similar with Section 5.1.2. We
use the 118-bus test case to study the performance of: (1) deterministic unit commitment, (2) empirical SUC and (3)
data-driven SUC. We utilize the deterministic persistence as prediction model for the deterministic unit commitment,
use the probabilistic persistence model for the empirical SUC, and implement Bayesian nonparametric wind power
forecast model for data-driven SUC. We consider the unit commitment problem for the intra-day market with 4 hours
planning horizon and set the amount of historical data used for the forecast to be m = 100. One month wind power
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data are used to evaluate the performance and the results are recorded in Table 10. The empirical SUC, accounting for
wind power stochastic uncertainty only, leads to 2.47% savings compared with the deterministic UC method. While
the proposed data-driven SUC, accounting for both wind power stochastic uncertainty and forecast model estimation,
leads to 8.41% savings. Thus, the proposed data-driven SUC, accounting for all sources of uncertainties, can lead to
better and more robust decision, and the advantage is larger as the wind power penetration increases.
Table 10: Total costs of operation obtained from various approaches when R = 9.9%
Approach Penalty Cost Penalty Ratio Total Cost r∆G
Deterministic UC:
∑
Gdr 4,156,400.18 7.46% 55,679,766.21 0.00%
Empirical SUC:
∑
Ger 2,706,928.45 4.98% 54,339,263.44 2.47%
Data-Driven SUC:
∑
Gpr 0.00 0.00% 51,361,418.05 8.41%
We also record the penalty cost induced when the energy production does not meet the demand; see Eq. (10). The
proportions of penalty cost obtained by the deterministic unit commitment, the empirical SUC, and the proposed data-
driven SUC are shown in Table 10. The decision made by the deterministic UC method leads to the total penalty cost
$ 4,156,400.18. The proportion of the penalty cost to the total cost
∑
Gdr is 7.46%. The empirical SUC method has
the total penalty cost $ 2,706,928.45, which is 4.98% percentage to the total cost
∑
Ger. Thus, the results indicate that
the load unmet risk can be hedged by utilizing the proposed data-driven SUC, and it can lead to the total cost saving,
more reliable and robust power grids.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first propose a data-driven stochastic optimization to guide the power system unit commitment
decision, which can simultaneously hedge against the underlying stochastic uncertainty or volatility of wind power
generation and statistical input model estimation error. Then, we introduce an optimization and selection approach that
can efficiently utilize the parallel computing to quickly find the optimal unit commitment decision, while controlling
the impact of finite estimation error induced by SAA. Various case studies on a six-bus system and a 118-bus system
verify the advantages of our proposed data-drive SUC for both parametric and nonparametric forecast models. They
also demonstrate that our OPSEL procedure can further deliver the optimal unit commitment decision hedging against
the impact of finite sampling error.
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